
BLUETOOTH
1. Which of the Bluetooth profiles and standards does Smartplay Studio 

Infotainment System support?

It supports Bluetooth version 4.2 with the following profiles and standards:
 A2DP 1.3
 AVRCP 1.6
 HFP 1.6
 MAP 1.3
 PBAP 1.2
 SPP 1.2
 Vcards 2.1

2. If I switch off Bluetooth on my smartphone, do I need to perform any steps 
for

reconnection? 

It depends upon 'Automatic Reconnect' feature. If your smartphone supports this 
feature, then automatic reconnection gets activated once Bluetooth is enabled 
on the phone. The reconnection attempts will continue until the pairing is 
successful.

3. Can a smartphone, which is connected for Bluetooth profiles, be 
simultaneously charged through the USB connector?

Yes. However, if an iPhone is connected for charging, then it behaves like an 
iPod and Bluetooth media sources cannot be accessed separately.

4. How many phones can be paired with the Infotainment System?
User can pair maximum 10 phones at a time. Phone, Media and Smartphone 
profiles can be connected to same phone or different phones. One profile can be
connected to only one phone at a time.

5. What should I do if some features like SMS, call logs, contact list, etc. are 
not available even after connecting the smartphone through Bluetooth?

Refer to the Maruti Suzuki website for information to check the phone 
connectivity
results of the mobile phone.

6. How to transfer the call between Infotainment System and phone?

Active calls can be transferred from Infotainment System to phone (and vice 
versa) by tapping 'Private Call' icon in active call screen.



7. Is Phone functionality active during standby mode?

For incoming calls and outgoing calls (made from phone), the Infotainment 
System will come out of standby mode. After the call ends, the system will go 
back to standby state.

8. During an active call, voice is not clear. What is the reason?

There are various reasons for low voice quality. For example: Low network signal
strength or noise in surrounding area. If the problem is consistent, try to connect 
with a different phone or visit nearest service center.

9. Can I reject the call using 'Reject with SMS' from Infotainment System?

Yes, Infotainment System will show 'Reject with SMS' option on incoming call 
screen (Provided your phone supports it). System has 3 default and 2 user 
configurable SMS in Phone Settings.

10. Can the Infotainment System make calls during display off or standby 
mode.

You will get a notification popup for incoming calls even during display off or 
standby mode. However, outgoing calls cannot be made from the system.

11. Can I access favourite contacts stored in my smartphone, in the 'Favourite 
Contacts' screen in the system?

No. Infotainment System maintains its separate list of favourite contacts for the 
connected phone. You can set up to 10 contacts as your favourite contacts. 
Please refer section 'Phone Functions' in 'Smartplay Studio User Manual', to 
see how to set a favourite contact.

12. How many incoming calls can be accepted by the Infotainment System?

User can receive 2 incoming calls and can get notification for 3rd incoming call. 
To accept 3rd incoming call, user has to end one of the already connected call.

13. Why is the Infotainment System not showing all of my contacts from the 
connected smartphone?

The Infotainment System shows a maximum of 1500 contacts from the 
connected smartphone.
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